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C.P.Cavafy: Anthonism
Intermezzo
The word intermezzo is mainly understood as musical terminology. 
The “archaeology” of this word is rich from the Renaissance to today. It de­
scribes a piece of music, which inserts itself into the middle of a musical 
performance and stirs up feelings that are almost unfathomable. The 19th 
century, in particular, enriched it with a more lyrical and intrusive charac­
ter, making it more surprising and almost independent from the rest of the 
work to which is belonging. Mendelssohn inspired the famous Shakespear­
ean Midsummer Night’s Dream; Brahms attached more emotion to it; and 
Puccini made use of an intermezzo in his opera Madame Butterfly, which 
introduced a new dimension into his work, pleasant and traumatic. Perhaps 
no other intermezzo is so intrusive and enigmatic as that of Shostakovich 
in String Quartet 15, which lasts a little more than a minute. What, then, is 
the essence of intermezzos? Are they just for fun and relaxation? Are they 
different from the rest of the work that they are contained in? I believe they 
represent the essence of a distilled and “organic” music, full of freeing lyri­
cism, that accompanies a profound transformation which transcends every­
thing and from which a totally new situation will arise. This new situation is 
going out of control, as if the music itself is revealing the force of a musical 
“matter” which could be almost touched like an object.
Here inevitably we encounter the poetry of Cavafy. His “musical” 
moments always raise the reader’s interest suddenly, not only when they
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directly refer to musical outbursts but in particular when “voices” —an 
interesting type of music in Cavafy’s case — are heard, when things are 
changing or “passing” to something else. As proof we could refer to many of 
his poems in which “passing” is a strong and repetitive point of reference in 
the context of a dramatic change. The poem Passage suffices as an example:
Exscvoc tlov dsckd (ftctvzdo'drj jiociJrjzrjQ, siv’ ocvocyzd,
(j)OCVSQ(OJLSVOC SJL7LQOQ ZOV. [ . . . ]
K ’ ¿zot svoc tcoclS l octlX o
ysvszcu d<Qto voc zo Sovjls, %c oltl ’ zov T'zprjXo
zrjc; IIoLrjoscDQ Kogjlo jucc Gzcyjiy zisovd %c ocvzo —
zo oug'&tjzlko 7icudc jls zo ou'jia zov xouvovqco %ca C&gzo. (A: 86)
Anthonism
The above poem captures a common topos in Cavafy. To proceed by 
listing poems or verses where Cavafy uses the word “passage” or other 
synonymous words would be to engage in pointless archival tedium. We 
need only refer to another peculiar “passage”, this one aesthetic and sensual, 
expressed in the poem “When stimulated” (A: 81), which is also pivotal for 
the approach taken here:
“IlgooTid'Orjos voc zoc %QoczrjGSiQ, 7ioc7]zrj,
ozocv dcsysLQVzca jlsq gzo jivocko gov,
ztjv vvyzoc r) jlsq Gzrjv Xdjiipi zov jiSGr)jLSQiov
There is almost always a moment in the poetry of Cavafy in which 
something suddenly starts, out of control, like intermezzo, after the flow 
of events is interrupted. It is as though the flow of one rhythm stops and 
another one begins. This observation, which applies to most of his poems, 
underlines the fact that precisely the art of Cavafy furtively captures the 
unique moment when something becomes something else. And because this 
moment is rather rare — not because it occurs infrequently but because the 
subject meets with it only by chance, or often after a lengthy conscious or 
unconscious process — within Cavafy’s poetry it has a «collectible», tactible 
and «hard» significance (“H Ti(iiOT8p8Q (ion (lepeq eiv’ eicsiveq / Tton 
xqv oaa0r|TiKf| avaCflTqaiv acpivco, /jton eyKaTaAeiTtco tov copaio icai 
GTcXrjQOV eAAqviapo», B: 9). Art for him is nothing but this “stimulation” 
in the mind or the body, in the evening or at noon, when you can feel as
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if touching a shiny aesthetic object: the hedonic joy of touching. Perhaps 
the most famous poem by Cavafy, after the “Ithaca” and the “Barbarians” is 
“God forsaking Anthony”(A7toA,ei7t8iv o Geoq Avxcbviov):
Eocv s£oi(f)VCe, COQOt ¡LSG<XVV%z\ (XXOVgAsC 
OCOQOCZOQ AiOiGOq VOi 71SQV&
¡ I S  ¡LOVGLXSC, s£diOiSC, ¡ I S  (f)(OVSq—
Z7jV ZV%7] GOV 710V SvdidSL 7U0i, Z(X SQyOC GOV 
7LOV 0i7lSZV%0iV, ZCC G%sdi<X Z7]Q £(07] q GOV 
710V Pyfj%CCV OAOL 7LA0CVSC, ¡17] Q(V(D(j)SksZO( '&Q7]V7]OSU 
[ . . . ]
Ucev szot/ioq <x7io xoccgo, goc tfocggochsoq,
GGCV 710V Z0UQL0i£&L GS 710V OL^icd'&TjXSQ ¡L id  ZSZOiOi Tioki,
7l/.r]GLCCG& GZQC'dsod, 7ZQOQ ZO 7lOiQ(X'&VQO,
XL dxO V G S ¡ I S  GVyXiV7]GiV, ccXX* 6%i
¡is zcov dscXcov za, Tzccgoix&XiOi xou 7nxgdc7iovoc,
cog zsksvzoUcc dTzoXdVGi zovq ry/ovq,
zee s'qceiGice ogyeevee zov ¡lvgzlxov ftidGov,
xl dTioydigszce z?]v, zr;v AXsqdvdgsice tiov ydcvsiq (A:20).
Here we are involved with a “stimulation,” an aesthetic “erection” in 
the course of historical events. This historical “erection” is not ultimately 
about the particular historical figure (Anthony), and illustrates Cavafy’s 
engagement with this idea in most, if not all, of his poems.
It is just the final moment that history reveals herself as an ultimate 
“presence” (not re-presentation) manifested in a final, almost erotic 
delirium; history becomes the “blood and body” of the subject. The presence 
of Dionysus, which recalls the sacred ritual of wine, serves only to emphasize 
the “stimulation” which is the somatization of history as the last religious- 
erotic ritual. It is as though the wine (oiv6-7tven|ia (and other distilled 
drinks1 in Cavafy’s poetry) produces the miracle. Furthermore this is a quite 
subversive moment, when Dionysus is not only abandoning Anthony but 
also the city, going back to his wildness, marching backwards, becoming 
city-less.
Anthonism is a persisting theme in Cavafys’s poetry (this is not a surprise for 
an excessively persistent and “obsessive” poet) and becoming a “contaminating” 
syndrome, absorbing totally the subject to something that is uncontrollable 
revelation: the poet Femazis too was affected by the same syndrome:
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“'O/moc julsc o ’oXrj zov zrjv zccoccyrj xou zo xocxo,
S71L/L0VCC %’?] TLOLTJZLXT) idsCC T idSL XL sgyszou” ( “A agstoc”, B: 19);
or again in Caesarion, where a hedonic enlightenment and fleshy 
revelation is experienced in the middle of the night, after a significant 
reading engagement and finally “abandonment” to something which is out 
of control:
KOU ZOOO TlXrjOCOC os (fcccvzdo'drjxcc,
7iov x &sq zrjv vvyzoc ccgyd, occv sofivvsv 
7] Xd/17LCC JLLOV — d(f)LOCl S7LLZ7jdsC voc ofivvsc—
S'&dQQSTptX 710V JLL7L7JXSC /JLSQ OZ7]V xd/LCCgd JLLOV,
/I S  (¡xxvrjxs 710V S/171QOC JLLOV OZd'&TJXSQ■ (A: 70).
Let’s discuss further here the notion of “abandonment”. In the poem 
“God forsaking Anthony”, the poet does not say that god is “abandoning” 
Anthony but that he “leaves him behind” (a7toA,8i;ieiv). Cavafy prefers 
the oldest verb and leaves us with the impression that Anthony is pushed 
backwards to face what he really is or better was. The verbal archaeology here 
(aTto-X-eiTteiv) reveals the “archaeology” of the psychological construction 
of a subject through time, and by pushing it in “backwards” is forcing it to 
realise that passing now means watching towards the past, while everything 
is un-done in front of his eyes. According to Cavafy we could then argue that 
looking properly is watching backwards really, no other option available to 
human experience. And yet again the subject lives in a limbo, in between, as 
we can read in “S a 'k a o o a  ton Ttpcoion” (A:52):
Edco occ ozol/&co. K l occ ysXoco'&co :zcoq pXs7ico ocvzd 
(zee slS ’ oeXrj'&SLce juol oziy/irj oocv TLQCOZOozd'drjxcc)- 
XL 0%L X ’  sdeo ZSQ (ftCCVZCCOLSC JLLOV, 
zsq ccvoc/ivrjostc jllov, zee LvddX/ioczcc zrjc rjdovrjc-
Where Cavafy exposes that what he will be seeing is what he saw in a 
moment in the past (“I really did see them for a moment, soon after I had 
stopped”). It was a sudden, unexpected and unconscious revelation, which 
makes him believe that he is in a position to experience it in the future. The 
ambiguity of the whole idea about how and what I can see and experience 
lies between “aQ oraOcb -  7tpcoTOOT(X0r|Ka»: although the subject has al­
ready stopped he is about to decide to do so in the forthcoming now. The 
point here is that the subject is unable to control anything: he saw some
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natural landscapes really but he has to “pretend”, “make-believe” (“And let 
me pretend I see all this”) that he is seeing them now.
Clearly, the subject is overcome by all sort of uncontrollable experiences 
and paradoxically the outcome of this intensive situation, because it is 
so intensive, could manifest itself as hedonism. The same is happening 
regarding Anthony’s experience: the “abandonment” to the events, over­
coming him, will at the end bring aesthetic pleasure and hedonism. This 
is something that transcends Cavafy’s poetry. Let’s mention here another 
poem, « m e e  ytoc va 6ia(3daei» (B: 40), where the subject is “abandoning” 
itself to an overwarming hedonism:
'Hk'&e yea va StafidosL Eiv ’ avoi%za 
dvo, zgia (hfikia- lgzoqlxol %ac Tioirjzai.
Ma jiokiQ deafiaos dexa kenzd, 
xae za xaQaiz7]G£. Ezov xavaxe 
/UGOTCOL/iazaL Avtfx&c xkrjgfOQ Gza fiefikia — 
akk’ Stvac SCXOGL ZQLCi) SZCQV, X* SLV’ ¿/lOQ^ OQ TCOkv• 
xai GrjjLL&ga zo anoysv/ia xsgaG’ o sgcot;
GZTjv ids(odr) Gagxa zov, Gza %sikrj.
Szrj Gtagxa zov tzov eiv at oko xakkovrj 
7] {)eg/d,rj TiegaGSV 7] egcozixrj-
%cogic; aGzeiav acdoj yea zrjv ¡iog(})rj ztjq axokavGecoQ....
In order to “have” something it is essential to be “abandoned” to it, 
and, in the process, to lose it. You can’t “have” something when you are 
possessing it. To possess something is to experience its “being” which is 
the real substance of “having” and this is what could reveal an ultimate 
hedonism when the being («f|oav») could become tangible having («(pepe 
fie»):
“Mv7jjLL7] jnov, (pvkaE,e za gv coq rjGav.
Kac, /ivrjjLLT), o,zt ¡iTiogsiQ axo zov egcoza jllov avzov,
0,zt JLLTZOgSLQ <fi£g£ JLLS 71LGCQ aTZOTpl” (A: 88)
At that particular moment that the subject is exposed at that 
decisive abandonment, usually as a surprise, comes also the hedonism of 
experiencing freedom, as Jean-Luc Nancy points out: “Freedom does not 
exist if it is not absolute and can not be absolute if it comes as result of any 
causality or [... ] as an understanding as a result of a causality. Because it is
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the thing itself which may be absolute and not the cause of it; the presence 
and not the substance; it is the existence and not the being » (Nancy, 1988: 
138). Although this is something that goes behind any rational description 
in Cavafy’s poetry too is always expressed as a quest and pro-ject of freedom:
A SV  sdSGJLLSV'&7]%0L. TsK sifO Q  OL(j)S'&r)%OL S7L7]yOC.
Uzec, oltioXxvosu;, 7iov jlugo 7LQxyjaxzt%Si
JUOO yVQVXJLLSVSQ JLLSQ OZO /IV x X o  JLLOV f/OZV,
&7lTjyCC ¡1SQ OZTjV (f)COZiGJULSV7] VV%ZOL.
K ’ 7)7uoc <x7io Svvxzd xgxoid, xx'&wq
7LOV 7LLVOVV Oi OCVdoSLOL ZTjQ rjdovrjQ . ( “ETZTjyX ”  A :5 9 )
Freedom in essence is only experienced in an extreme situation, 
almost out of space and time, as “abandonment” to something that happens 
suddenly — in the middle of the “illumined night” (TaiavilcaQ, 2007). The 
hedonic pleasure also is nothing else but a symptom of a sudden experience, 
unchallenged, unchecked, real and tangible. Authentic hedonism is free 
because it is defined by itself only as the absolute “other” which surprises 
us, so identical to our body yet so radically different from it. The experience 
of something like that makes the subject ec-static:
Ev SXOzdo&i fiXSTUO vvv
ZOV EvSvjliCD VO Q  ZTjV <J)7)JLii(JJLLiV7)V %0iXX0V7)V.
IdojLLCQV xdVLOZQX XSVOVV Oi d o v k o i JLLOV' SVOLCQVOL 
STLSv^rj/iixL &E,v7ivrjOccv olqxollcdv xqovcqv r)6ovrjV ( ....... .)
In the «Constitution of Hedonism» (2003: 168) Cavafy states that 
“when hedonism arrives, do not turn your back to it, because this is the 
time to accept it as a “heritage” that was given to you without you asking 
for it: as life is a heritage and you did not do anything to earn it as reward, 
so heritage should be considered Hedonism”. The real and most important 
“heritage” then, is not something that binds you to something else; but 
rather what is liberating you; because it is bringing to you a free and not 
negotiable “gift” that gives you the highest pleasure and satisfaction. In the 
same way words, languages and sentences are bringing to you the pleasure 
of using something so personal and yet so impersonal because is part of 
“your” heritage.
This is actually why Cavafy indicates great weakness for the sophists 
who lived in the «intermediate» space of languages, who, according to
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Cavafy, they were keeping their distance from the big philosophical ideas 
of the day from one hand and the prosaic reality of the other: “They were 
like the artists of our days because they developed the love for the external 
beauty of the artistic objects. The idea could be very important; it could 
be simple to understand. But its expression ought to be perfect. They were 
drunk with ‘sculptural’ expression and the music of words» (2003: 238-239).
Finally this is the way to understand also the liberating sexuality in 
Cavafy’s poetry, when the language itself expresses feelings and hedonic 
sounds, almost detached from the speaking/writing subject: the language 
is speaking disconnected by the order of the conventional “I” and enjoy the 
hedonism of freedom. Then we could assume that all Cavafy’s poems, verses 
and words, expressing an overflowing and almost artificial hedonism is just 
a metaphor exposing the moment of experiencing the freedom, a “uproar” 
of forthcoming events. Here we join again the anthonism described above:
H  CCXOTj OLVZCDV XOL7LOZS SV (DOOUQ GOfiOLQCDV G7lOv6(OV 
ZOCQOCZZSZOU. H  flVGZLXTj fio jj
zovq igx& zca  zcov TikrjOLCcCpvzcov y s y o v o z c o v .
Kou Z7]V 71QOOE%OVV SvXxfiSLQ. EvCO SLQ ZTjV o 6 6 v  
¿£co, ovdsv olxovovv oi Xxoi. (A: 17)
The “wise” person can hear approaching events, when the common 
mob hears nothing: “auxcbv KOCTtoxe ev copaic; ao[3apa)v gjcodScov xapax- 
xexai.» Most importantly, the “wise” do not react, do not get upset, because 
what is happening is objective and inevitable and so they simply «listen to 
the secret uproar [and] watch piously”: nothing else. The same happens in 
the poem “God forsaking Anthony”:
7iXt}glolgs Gzoc'&sgd tlqoq zo 7iocgdi'&vQO,
x c  ocxovG S ju,s G vyxLvrjG iv, ocXX’ O^L
J1E ZCOV SscXcOV ZOL XOCgOLXdiXLOC XOU 7UXgOL7lOVOC,
COQ ZsXsVZOLLOL OCXoXoLVGL ZOVQ r)%OVQ,
ZOL S&LGLOL dgyOLVOL ZOV JLLVGZLXOV 'dlOLGOV [ . . . ]
“Sav ¿£acpva, cbpa |i8odvi))(x’ aKOuaxei»: If you do not experience 
hedonism as a surprise, then hedonism it is not. In “One Night” (A: 55), a 
strong hedonic past experience, in a sordid room, while popular rhythms 
sound from afar, years later — but as it is now — the experience emerges 
suddenly, but totally transformed:
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H  %djJb(XQOi TjZGCV 7ZZ(0%LYuT) %CLL 7lQ6oZV%r),
TCQVJJLSVTj STCOCVO) 0L7L0 ZJjV V7L07LZ7] ZCCfiSQVGt.
A x ’ ZO TLCeQdftVQO (j)cUvOVZOLV ZO O07Cd%L,
zo ce%dAceqzo %ca zo ozsvo. A tlo tcoczco
rjQ%OVZ<XV 7] (fXDVSQ %dzt SgyOCZGOV
710V ¿710U&V %C(MZl& %0U 710V yXsvzovocev.
K ’ &%si azo Xoc'ixo, zo zxtlslvo %gsfifidzi
SL%Ce ZO GCO/lOi ZOV SQCOZOQ, SL%% ZOC %SiXr}
ZCC Tjd oV LX d  %0U QodiVOC ZTjQ flS'&TjQ  —
zee godtvee jluolq zszouxc jusAtjc;, tlov tcou zcogoc
7iov ygd(f)(o, stlscz’ cerco zooce xgovicc!,
fisc GZO flOVTjQSQ G7LLZL JLLOV, flS'&CD £(XVd.
This is the result of re-enacting the experience and facing the most 
subversive hedonism by using “hard” words: «raunchy“, “suspect”, «unclean» 
“rose members», “drunkenness», «solitary house”: physical pleasures 
throughout. Thence springs sensual language, simulating the physical with 
words. This is the “last” opportunity, a “window” to receive your freedom 
as a gift: “A ti’ to TtapdGupo 9aivovxav to aoicdia». The same “window” 
of opportunity was offered to Anthony too: “n^paiaae GTaGepd TtpoQ to 
7TXxpdGupo».
This poetry has no value or meaning beyond its literal words. Its value 
results from its “musical” texture, as a sudden intermezzo, as “having” 
something in the end: «E i/a  to ocb(ia too epcoTOQ, e iy a  Ta 
The physical acquisition brings you the joy of ex-istence and the pleasure 
having/possessing something. In the “Days of 1896” (II: 57) — numbers are 
also voluptuous in Cavafy’s poetry — the pleasure of numbers “wakes” days 
of old, clear sounds: for this reason in another relevant poem, while an old 
experience is full of shame and psychological trauma, years later it emerges 
totally different, if someone could look at it from the point of view of the 
“body”. To be accurate here, the passage from one situation (psyche) to the 
next (body) is captured as a “third” position, where the body and flesh are 
considered as “pure”:
Mice dTio'ipLQ dXXrj v7Ldg%sc tlov cev idcoAsi octlo oivzrjv 
(/)Oivzd(si, GVfiTLceArjQ' (pcevzdCsi, octlXo %cei yvrjoio
ZOV SQCOZOQ 7L0Udc, TLOV dv(D 0C7L ’ Z7]V ZiflT),
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xxc  Z7]v vxoXrj'ipi zov s '&sg s  xve e^zxgzojq 
ztjq xx'&xgrjQ Gxgxoq zov zt]v xx& xgrj rjdovfj.
Almost the same is happening again in «In the dull village», where 
“avapevei” becoming “ava|ievr|” (there are other similar example: “Kcb(XT| 
-K O (i(ii” , B:41, “ ¡ie  T a^ i-(i8T d ^ i” , A: :50):
GZO 7zX7)XZLX0 %(OQl6  0710V XVX/IEVEL —
E7LEGE GZO YQSftP<XZl X7l0lf)L Eg(DZ07lX'&TjQ, 
oX’ 7] VE0Z7JQ ZOV GZOV GXgXLXO Tid'dO XVXJULEV7],
ELQ EVZXGLV OjgXCXV dX’ 7j COgXLX VEOZTjQ ZOV.
K xl ¡leq gzov V7zvov 7] Tjdovrj TigoGrjX'de• /isg x
gzov VTivo fiXsTisi x 1 e%el zt]v /iog07j, zt]v G xgxx 710V Tj^EXs (B : 47).
In the poem «Hedonism», which is even more relevant here, 
reveals the “’’objective” and “hard” experience of love by using the verb 
«keep »“Kpdxri a a ”):
Xxgoi xxl jbivgo zt]q jiov 7] ¡ivrjjiTi zcov cogcov 
710V 7]vgx XXL 710V XgXZTjE,X Z7JV 7]6oV7] (OQ ZTjV TI^eXx .
X x g x  x x i  jivgo  zrjQ jiov ejllevx, tiov xxoGzgoi(/)7]xx 
ZTjV XX'Oe XTloXxVGLV EgCOZCOV ZT)Q govzivxQ.
Finally in the poem «Tyana Sculptor» (A: 42), a sculptor shows off all 
his works, but the one that stands out for him is an exciting Hermes, which 
again evokes an ecstatic intermezzo on a hot day:
M x  v x zo igyo v  jiov zo tu o  xyxxrjzo
710V dovXETpX GVyXLVTjJlEVX XXL ZO TUO TigOGEXZLXX-
xvzov, /u x  j i i g x  zov xxX oxxcgiov 'dEgji.rj
710V O VOVC, JIOV XVEfiXLVE GZX idxVLXX,
XVZOV eScO OVEigEVOJLLOVV ZOV VEOV Eg/IT).
Cavafy is the intermezzo, the in between space, which is liberating the 
soul from itself, detached from its self; this duplication is an act of freedom 
and ultimate pleasure. The paradox in Cavafy’s poetry is that this is also the 
moment where matter and sensation are meeting each other producing real, 
sculptured “things” and the poet touching, showing or distributing them as 
a pedlar. In that way, any object could be the beginning of a transforming 
experience in life.
The word “Cavafy” after all means a merchant who manufactures or 
sells second-class shoes. This is what makes him such a practical, tangible,
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folksy artist, who makes things with his hands. Thence arises in his poetry 
the abundance of hands, physical stimulation, voices, material experiences, 
marketability of flesh, and events, fabrics and of course the pedlar:
A :z ’ ZTJV JUXQrj ZOV, GZX 7LSQL%(QQ0C 7lX7}GLOV, XCD/lTj^
XXI GXOVLG/ISVOQ X7LO ZO ZX^Sidi OiXO[IT]
¿(¡o'dxGSV o Tigxy/ixzsvzr/q. Kou «A iftxvov!» xxl «K d/i/u !»
«A qlozov 'EXxlov!»  «A gco/ix ycx zr/v xojlm) (B : 61).
This is why Cavafy was able to conceive a poem about Ioannes 
Katakouzinos and Eirini Andronicus and «their artificial stones” (B: 44); 
the «Nice flowers and white to fit too» (B: 78-79). He immerses the poem 
in a materialistic environment of clothes, money, handkerchiefs and many 
other objects. From there comes the «Of the shop» (A: 50), a poem almost 
objectified, made with words that have no meaning other than what they 
declare:
T x VZvXi^S 7LQOGSXZixd, /IS  ZX'qi 
GS TigXGlVO TVOXVZL/JLO /iszdqi-
A tLO gOV/lTLLVtX Qod(X, X7LO JLLOCQyOCQLZdQLOC XQLVOL,
<X7L0 (XJLLE'&VGZOVQ /isvs^sdsQ . Q q ccvzoq zoc xqlvsl
Cavafy in the middle of his poetic engagement understands that he has 
to stand up to a big challenge: how to perform this “exquisite” anthonism by 
surrendering to the “uproars” of words. He resorts to the most original and 
productive method, that of analepsis (ava-Ar|i|)r|): there is no doubt that 
this is his favourite method, describing the same experience again and again 
until something completely different arises; by giving away everything; by 
accepting to be abandoned to anything; by “object-making” everything, 
beginning with the body.
We can see it expressed in the poem «In the same place» (B: 80). 
Repetition, as ana-lepsis, can achieve the maximum aesthetic outcome:
Ocxioct; TiSQiftdXXov, xsvzgcov, gvvolxUolq
7iov fiXsxco xc 07iov TisgxoLZG)- /jgovLoc xou %govioc.
S s  drjfuovgyrjox /lsq g s %ocgd xou /isq  gs Xvtieq:
/i s  zoggc xsgcG zxzcxd, / i s  zogoc 7igdy/iotzoc.
K ’ ouG'&rj/ixzoTioLrj'&rjXsq oXdxXr/go, ycoc /isvoc.
Anthony also will manage the final aesthetic “stimulation” as 
analepsis: «as long prepared, as if courageous.» The aesthetic analepsis and
4 9 4
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its hedonic integration could not be accomplished if they had not before 
been “captured” in the mind and the body. The same analeptic experience 
applies for “Ithaca”, which you will not find unless you already have it in 
your mind.
It is thus revealed as the astonishing “other” of what was already 
known before. “In cafe’s entry” (A: 54), amidst a conventional routine, a 
sudden look is enough to reveal a Platonic revelation:
“2P S i d x  z ’ (OQXLO GCQJLLX 710V SJX O ixC s
g x v  (X7i ’  zrjv x x q x  t l s l q x  zov voc zcoxx/isv o ' E qcoq  —
TlXxZZOVZXQ ZX G V /lflSZ Q LX X  ZOV J l iX 7 ]  f l S  %XQX-
VTpCQVOVZXQ yXvTIZO ZO X V X G Z 7]jlX •  ”
Hypo-anthonism
Inevitably, anthonism has its opposite: sometimes the process is 
“negative” and the negative-anthonism (not anti-anthonism) follows 
the inverse path. The subject reveals itself going backwards, without any 
profound alteration, decomposing itself only, which is no less revealing. 
“Waiting for the Barbarians” captures such a negative to “anthonism’: here 
is the excitement of the coming of the barbarians who, in the end, having 
abandoned us, are not coming and perhaps never existed. We have here an 
ageing world, “finished”, waiting for the catalytic coming of a sudden and 
unspecified change, which cannot occur due to the absence of analeptic 
maturity, there is nothing there to be reworked, revoked, re-enacted by the 
subjects themselves or the community concerned. As a result the subject 
will fester in an almost permanent state of ennui.
It comes not as surprise then when so many poems of Cavafy insist 
upon expressing ennui. He “studied” and understood its place in the school 
of French symbolism brilliantly as if it were his own device — which it 
assuredly is not. The poem “Monotony” (A: 22) for instance, describes an 
ongoing ennui, without the possibility of escape: it seems impossible here 
for something “sudden” to happen which could dramatically change the 
burdensome situation:
M rjV X Q  7LSQVX XXL (¡)SQ VSi OtXXoV fLTjVX.
Avzoi 7iov ¿ q x o v z x l  x x v s l q  svxoXx ZX SixdiCsi-
SLVXL ZX X& SO LV X ZX fixO & Z X  SX SLV X .
Kxc X X ZX V ZX  ZO XVQLO 7U X  GXV XVQLO VX ¡1 7 } JLLOixCst.
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Here, the relevant subject does not have the strength, courage or 
intellect to reverse the situation, or even the theatrical art to reinvent the 
situation as analepsis. And yet all these poems are there, in the corpus of 
Cavafy’s poetry, to prepare the reader for a forthcoming anthonism perhaps 
in the next poem. But in the mid time some subjects are going through the 
“passage” from one stage to the next (as it was explained at the beginning 
of this essay), which could be achieved after intellectual and /or emotional 
maturity. The poem “Ev o6cb» describes the situation:
To OV/l7lOC'&7]ZCXO ZOV 7lQOG(D7lO, XO/l/lOOZL (O/QO •
ZOO XOOGZOOVOO ZOV /LOOZLOO, GOCV XO/IEVOC-
elx o g l  7L Sv z’ &z(6v, TiXrjV /iolooQec / iooXXo v  ec x o g l-
/ I S  XOOZL xooX X izE yvcxo  GZO VZVGL/IO ZOV
—  ZL710ZE yodo/lOL Z7]Q XQOCfioOZOCQ, ^ZV/IOC ZOV XOXXOOQOV —
OCGXOTMDQ 71EQ71O0ZEC /LEQ GZTjV 066,
OCXO/IT] GOCV V7LVCOZLG/IEVOQ 0071 * Z7]V OOVO/IT) 7]d0V ?j,
00710 Z7]V 7L0Xv OCVO/17] 7]d0V 7] 7LOV 0C71EXZ7)GE.
The young person is twenty five years old but it looks like twenty. He is 
missing five years of maturity and uncertainty and this is why he is waking 
like half asleep and he is feeling that his pleasure is «&vopj|». With a lit­
tle bit more of maturity, freedom and courage he is going to upgrade his 
hedonistic (not “dvopr|”) pleasure to a totally perfect (“Ka0apf|”) one. Is 
there any possibility for this young man to do so? Yes and his most credible 
chance will arise from the fact that he has something artistic in his looking 
(“kooti KOG^ixexviKO oxo v tu g i|i 6  tou”). If this is something which could 
be described as hypo-anthonism we can claim then that there should be the 
opposite situation of a hyper-anthonism and in particular when something 
dominant is occurring, bringing the force of the uncontrolled “other” in our 
lives.
Pathantonism
The unexpected always arises in Cavafy’s poetry, at times with 
excitement and stimulation but at others finding the subject totally 
unprepared, experiencing a sudden terror. The poems “Trojans”, for 
example, expresses it clearly:
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E t V  ’ 7) TLQOGTIX'dsiSQ /LXQ (7XV Z(OV T q CDOOV.
OxQQOV/lS 7LCD<; /I S  X7lO(})XGl X X I ZOX/LTj
xX X x^ O V /lS  ZTjC, ZV%7jQ Z7]V XXZX(f)OQX,
x ’ ¿E,(d  g z s x o / l s '&x  v ’ x y o o v iG 'd o v /is .
'OjJLCOQ 7} 7LZCOGLQ J1XQ SlV X l f is f ix iX . E tLXVO),
GZX Z£L%7), XO'/IGSV TjdTj O DQTjVOQ.
T(OV Tj/ISQCDV /IXQ XVX/lvfjGSLQ xk X L V  % ’ XLG'&7]/IXZX.
I l l /C o x  y i x  ¡i x q  o  n o i x j i o q  % ’ 7] E x x ^ tj x k x i v s .
We do not cry, but “the memories and feelings are crying”: and this 
make the situation even more uncontrollable, beyond any possibility to 
do something about it, when in other words the unknown, the “other”, 
becomes the subject of any forthcoming event.
How is this done? What kind of «Freudian» alchemy is this, that permits 
the «other», the “ancient” self, to replace human initiative? In Cavafy’s 
poetry this happens all the time and the way he expresses these important 
situations was mistaken for a lack of proper knowledge of Modern Greek: 
consider what G. Seferis or G. Savidis were saying about the structure of his 
sentences or the interpretation of the meaning of his words. With Cavafy 
the opposite is actually happening, and the language, as the great other, 
reveals what a talking subject is not capable of achieving. This is why so 
many times in Cavafy’s poetry “voices” simply speak and reveal, usually in 
the middle of the night:
K x tlo z s  ju,&c g z x  o v s i g x  j i x q  o/ l i a o v v s -
XX7LOZ& Jtisq GZTjV GXSTpl ZSQ XXO VSl ZO JX VxX 6.
K x i  JUS ZOV 7]%0 ZCOV y i x  /.U,X GZiy/lTj £711GZq 6(J)OVV
7)%0l X7L0 ZTjV 71Q(QZ7) 710¿7}Gl Z7]Q ClDTjQ /IXQ  —
g x  / LOVGixTj, ZTjV v v % z x , / LXXQWTj, 7iov  o ft v v s i  («  V o ic e s  “ A :  9 5 ) .
So the «other» suddenly could arise in our life, beyond the “I”, as an 
intermezzo, in the night and reveals something which comes as a revealing, 
outside experience for the subject:
T o  sid co X o v  z o v  v s o v  G co /ix z o q  j i o v ,
X7Z ’ z s q  SVVIX 7LOV XVX'lpX ZTjV XX/17ZX,
TjX'ds X X I ¡ I S  TjVQS XXL /I S  'Ov/UGS
x X s iG z s q  x x /i,X Q sq  xqco/ i x z i g / i s v s q ,
X X I TLSQXG/lSVTjV TjdoVTj— Zl ZoX/lTjQTj TjdoVTj!
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K ’ &7ZLG7); ///  S(f)SQS OZ(X J1XZLX SJLL7ZQ0;, 
dQO/lOVQ 710V ZCOQX SyiVXV XyVCDQLGZOi,
XSVZQX ySJLLXZX XLV7]GL 710V ZSdSTpXV,
XXL ftsXZQX XXL xxxpsvetx 710V TjGXV ]U X  (})OQx! (A: 63).
This is the way that will give access to something more unexpected. 
The poem “This One” (OuTOg EiceivoQ) reveals with absolute clarity the 
“passage” of “I” from the dominate subject to the “other” as the real, most 
powerful one. This is the moment when the greatest antonism occurs, 
suddenly, after the “I” experiences a tedious revelation of not being itself:
AyVCOGZOQ —  %SVO; JLLS; GZTjV AvZLO%SLX —  EdsGGTjVOQ 
yod(f)&L tloaXx . K x c  z s d o ;  7ixvzcov, v x , o divot; 
o z s d s v z x i o ;  s y iv s . M s  x v z o v  o y d o v z x  zqCx
7LOirHlXZX SV o d co . I l l7 ]V  ZOV 7101TJZ7]
XOVQXGS ZOGO yQXlfjLJLLO, Z0G7) GZL%07Z0LLX,
XXL Z0G7] SVZXGLQ g ’ sddrjViX.Tj (J)QXGLOkoyix,
XXL ZCOQX ZOV fixQXLVSL TUX ZO XX 'ds Zi —
M i x  oxsT pc; ojlicq;  7l x q s v A v ;  x7io  zrjv x 'd v jiix  
zov f i y x ( s i  —  zo s ^xlglov O v z o ; E x s i v o
710V x d d o z s  GZOV V71VO ZOV XXOVGS O AoVXLXVOQ
(“Ovzo; sx&ivo;», A: )5).
Reading the poem carefully makes us identify a few items that have 
been hidden in the poem, which reveal much more than is obvious at first 
glance. The first element is that the poet is “unknown.” The bespoken 
ignorance is not only the fact that he was not known in Antioch, but also, 
and more significantly, that he is “unknown” (and unrecognizable) to 
himself: in particular, like all writers, he does not know why he writes.
Secondly, he is writing in a foreign language: “tension in Greek 
phraseology.” This is not literally the case: the poetic language is always 
“unknown” to all poets, as though foreign, which comes to us as a surprise: 
suddenly. Finally, it seems that everything is once again happening at night, 
the suspected location of the “hard” and unexpected Freudian revelation: 
“For ‘I’ is someone else. [...] That much is clear to me: I am a spectator at 
the blossoming of my own thought: I look at it and listen to it: I make a 
sweep with the baton and down in the depths the symphony begins to stir” 
(Rimbaud) Hedonism is always close by.
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The context of dreaming (“enypnio”: inside, in the middle of sleeping, 
like an intermezzo) in which Lucian’s glimpse is so significant, revealed 
as a foreign voice. It is almost the Dionysian desire again (to remember 
here Anthony) which erupts suddenly in the night again, and leads to the 
discovery that “This one [is] the Other.” («Outoq, E ksivoq»).
The “id” as “the other thing” arises almost always from all the poems 
of Cavafy and reveals the unknown after a long oblivion. The “other-one” 
is so subversive that it manifests itself physically: the body and the skin 
remembers, not the specific social subject, as we read it in the poem («EtI8- 
oxpeipe» A:56):
E tlsgzqsc^s gv%vx xxt tlxlqvs jls,
XyX7L7]JLLSV7] XLG'&rjGLC, S7CSGZQS(f)S XXL 7ZXLQVS J I S —
OZXV %V71VX ZOV GCQJLXZOQ 7] JlVTjjlT),
X* STLi'dvjLCX TlxXrjX E,XVX7LSQVX GZO XLJJLX-
ozccv zoc %slXtj xxt zo dsgjix sv '&vjulovvzxl, 
x  ’ xlg'&xvovzxl zx %sqlx gxv v ’ xyyiCpvv tlxXl 
E 7iSGzos(f)S Gvyyx %ou tlxlqvs jus ztjv vvyzoc, 
ozocv zoc ysiXrj %ou zo Ssqjioc sv'&vjiovvzcu...
Now we can understand that it is the «other-one» that dominates our 
lives: the «trivial» writings of Artemidoros, not taken into account by the 
arrogant “I” of Julius Caesar; the poem “Finished” (A19), placed by Cavafy 
next to the previous one, when a sudden disaster falls upon us and “pac; 
cruvejwxipvei»:
«Msooc GZOV (ftofio 7C0U GZSQ VTlOlpLSQ,
J IS  ZOCQOCyjlSVO VOV %0U, ZQOJLOCyjlSVOC JLOCZLOC,
Xvoovovjis XXL g%s6lxCovjls ZO TLCDC, VX XXJIOVJIS 
ytx v ’ x7io(f>vyovjis zov fisfixco 
ZOV xcvdvvo 710V SZGL (f)QLXZX JJbXQ XTlSiXsL 
K i OJLCOQ Xxv'dxvovjis, [ . . . ]
'AXXrj xxzxGZQoefrrj, tlov Ssv zrjv (f)XvzxC6jisrdxv\ 
sE,X(f>Vi%Qxydxix 7ZS(f)ZSt STIXVOO jixc,
XL XVSZOiJIOVi,;  —  710V 7UX XXLQOQ — JIXQ GVVS71XLQVSL
In the poem «Dangerous» is also highlighted the fact that the young 
student thinks he can control his behaviour “fortified with theory and
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study”, when in fact other factors will decide for him. In the poem «Noesis» 
(A: 64) the artistic subject finds that he could not control his juvenile 
behaviour and this in fact resulted his artistic expression to take shape 
slowly and unconsciously as a secret source:
Toe yoovicc zrjq veozrjzoq jllov, o rjdovLxoq jllov fiioq —
71CQQ fidS7l(Q  ZCOQCC TCOi'&OCQX ZO VOTJJld ZCOV.
Ti ¡leZ O LJlihSLSq TIEQLZZSq, Zi fldzCUSQ ....
A)Ad dev sfiksTcoc zo votjjiol zoze.
Meaoc ozov e%Xvzo zrjq veozrjzoq jllov fico
/lOQ(f)COVOVZCCV j3 o v d z q  ZTjQ TLOLTjOediC, JLLOV,
ayedcdCovzocv zrjq zeyvrjq jllov tj TiSQLoyrj.
And here we are facing again the fundamental notion of “abandon­
ment” we have discussed at the beginning of the essay. Let’s consider for 
example the poem “EKO(iiaa etc; TT|V t8)(VT]»:
KdAo/iocL 7C0LL gejij3dCo). Em'&vjiLsq % ’ OLLO'&rjosLQ
STCOJLLLGOe SLC, ZTjV T&% VrjV—  TedZL JLLLGOSLdCDJLLSVOL,
7lQOG(D7lOL TJ yQOLJLLJLLSQ• SQCDZCQV CCZsXCDV
%dzL ocfisfioLLsq /LvrjfLsq. Aq cmJlsAg) g’ ctvzrjv.
S sqsl voc GyrjiLoezLGSL Mog(})rjv zrjq Kcck/Mvrjq*
Gysddv xveTLXLG'&rjzojq zov fiiov gvjltlXtjqovgol,
GVvdvdqovGOL evzv7ucoG SLq, G w dvd(ovG O c zsq ¡ iz o e q  (B27).
Concluding here let’s try a more general observation, going back to 
the medieval European culture and literary tradition. Dante constitutes the 
greatest intermezzo of the European consciousness. Not only because his 
poetry reflects have his own middle age as well as that of Europe, but also 
because everything in it happens in between heaven and earth. It is the 
experience of the journey, between its beginning and end, which reveals all 
sort of surprises. Dante revealed the intermediate and transforming trem­
bling in the human body and real flesh.
Although controversial, we could argue that his subjects primarily 
suffer not from mental passions but from physical, bodily, tangible tourna­
ments. He puts the body under immense stress but he refuses to acknowl­
edge that only the liberation of the body will deliver the pleasure of the soul 
and not another life, beyond the clouds. While Dante was pointing out this 
important "point", Italy was developing various intermezzi in music, who
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knows, perhaps to demonstrate another way of celebrating the importance 
of the passage from one stage to the next: full of enthusiasm, freedom and 
pleasures. Dionysus probably is not far away. In a sense the music is bring­
ing back what it was missing so badly after centuries of all sort of suppres­
sions. .
Cavafy (and obviously other poets and artists) comes to bring the 
human flesh close to the earth and soil: amongst ourselves, our cities, our 
histories, where it truly belongs. Paraphrasing here the famous platonic 
line, in Alcibiades («dp' ouv, cb qn.Xe ’AA,KL(3ia6r|, leal ipr/i) el peAAei 
yvcooeaGai anxiiv, eiq ipexflv auTrj pXeTtxeov, icai ¡lodiax' eiq xoexov 
aexfjq xov xoitov ev cp 8YYiYV8Tai fl ipx>xfte dpexf], oocpia, icai elq vXko 
co xoexo TUYXdvei ofioiov ov;»)
Cavafy tells us that if the soul wants to truly know itself it has to look 
at real flesh. And this is not by suffering and tormenting ourselves, as the 
Dante tradition would like to tell us, but by adopting the hedonism and 
all pleasures of concrete revelations, as when touching precious objects in­
cluding word-objects. This is the majestic way from which real “bodies” of 
knowledge will be revealed in a radiant manner. Even death is celebrating 
the sensual body and this is a quite brave claim to do. For this reason, in the 
poem “Iasis’ Tomb” (A: 75), Iasis himself is asking to inscribe on his tomb­
stone that his whole life was full of hedonism and pleasures. His beauty was 
admired by everybody in Alexandria :
K scjllou o Lxgtiq svzxvAx. Tt]q jxsyxXrjQ zxvzrjQ tloXecoq 
o £<f)r]fto<; o (¡yruuojisvoQ ytx s/iogcfoix.
M ’ e A x V/AXGXV f ix A S L Q  GO(J)Ot•  X  ’  £7lLOT)C, O STLLTloXxLO^
O XTlXoQ XxOQ. Kxt %XLgOJLLOVV LOCH XX L yUX
ZX Svo. M et X7L’ zo noXv vx p d  o xogjlloq N x g x iG G O  x ’  Eg/irj,
7] XCtZOLXQrjOELQ / / ’ ¿(¡)'&£LQGtV, f l ’ SGXOZCOGXV. AtxfixZT), 
xv eloxl AXefixvdgevg, dev Ax etuxqlvslq. E sqelc, zrjv oojufi 
zov fiiov /m e• ZL Asg/irjV ¿XSi* ZL V^0V7i V7l£gZXZ7).
The hedonic Alexandria is the place of intimate mystagogy among sag­
es and promiscuous people: like an intermezzo. Cavafy’s Alexandria emerg­
es as the living flesh of poetry in the middle of the Mediterranean but also 
in the middle of amazing cultural changes, when the hedonic way of life will 
give way to the hegemony of life after death:
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K ’ sE,!Xi(f)V7]Q JLS XVQLSVGS JLLLOL OlX X o XOZJJ 
SVZV7KDOLQ. AOQLGZOL, OLLG'&dvOJLLOW 
GOCV v d ( f ) s v y s v  CL710 XOVZOC JLLOV O MVQTJQ*
O U G 'ddvO /lO W  710V SVCO'&T), X qlgzlolvoq ,
JLLS ZOVQ diXO VQ  ZOV, XOU 710V y s v o / i o v v
<f i  V  0  C sy c o ,  <f £  V O Q 7C O X  V* SVOLCOdCL x l o X ol
JLLLOL OLJUL(})LfioXLOL VOL JLLS GLJMDVSL: JL7J7UDQ XL EL%OL ysXoLG'&SL
0L71O ZO TIOL'&OQ JLLOV, XOLL 71 OL V Z CL ZOV 7JJLL0VV ^SVOQ . —
IIszdL X drjX O L  &q(0 0L71’ ZO (j)QLXZO ZOVQ G7ZLZL,
¿(fivyoc ygrjyoQOL tzqlv  olq7zol%'Os l , tlqlv  olX X olco'&s l
0L7u’ Z7JV XQLGZLCLV0GVV7J ZOVQ 7] '&VJLL7JG7J ZOV M vQ TJ.
(“Myris, Alexandria 340 A D ”, B: 76)
Perhaps hyper-anthonism is here to remind us that we are always for­
eigners not only to Myris — or any Myris — but also to ourselves: this is 
the real and surprising revelation, which is waiting for us, suddenly, in the 
middle of the night, before departing Alexandria as a new hedonic variation 
of a very ancient pleasure.
Note
1 For example: «H ouvoöeia too Aiovógou» (A:29), «Ejtiiya» (A:59), «Eiivoia tod 
AAe£àv6pou Bàia» (B:23).
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